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Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

• CREATING A NEW BUSINESS OR ADDING AN ONLINE 
PROJECT TO AN EXISTING BUSINESS
1. Identify a consumer or business need in the marketplace.
2. Investigate the opportunity.
3. Determine the business owner’s ability to meet the need.



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

http://agileforeveryone.com/2016/03/08/running-our-
business-using-agile/ from March 8, 2016.
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Which of these technology driven trends are foreseen as disrupting a long established industry by 
2050?

• 3D printers large enough to print houses
• Space tourism
• Sex robots 
• All of them



Industries need to 
adapt to the future



Difficulties in Measuring 
and 

Justifying E-Commerce Investments

•THE USE OF GARTNER’S HYPE CYCLE
–hype cycle
A graphic representation of the maturity, adoption, 
and social application of specific IT tools. Often used 
by businesses to determine if a certain technology is 
ready for application.



Difficulties in Measuring 
and 

Justifying E-Commerce Investments

Each hype cycle has five stages that reflect the basic adoption path 
any technology follows: 

1. Innovation trigger
2. Peak of inflated expectations
3. Trough of disillusionment
4. Slope of enlightenment
5. Plateau of productivity



Difficulties in Measuring 
and 

Justifying E-Commerce Investments
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Where do you think self-driving cars are on the hype cycle?



Where do you think VIRTUAL REALITY is on the hype cycle?
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Where do you think the BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACE is on the hype 
cycle?
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Where do you think SMART DUST is on the hype cycle?
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Difficulties in Measuring 
and 

Justifying E-Commerce Investments



The Implementation Landscape

•THE MAJOR IMPLEMENTATION FACTORS
– Justification/Economics of E-Commerce (this lecture)
– Acquire or Develop Your E-Commerce System (Lecture 3)
– How to Succeed? Finding the right strategy (Lecture 4)









Organizational Impacts of E-Commerce

• E-COMMERCE IS TRANSFORMING ORGANIZATIONS AND 
WORK

–Technology and Organizational Learning
• Existing businesses struggle to adapt their mindset as 
quickly as technology is changing

–The Changing Nature of Work
• Established practices for business activities are changed by 
technology; new skills need to be supported by employees

–The Changing Nature of the Market
• changes in consumer behavior, path to decisions
• disintermediation of market participants
Elimination of intermediaries between sellers and buyers



Organizational Impacts of E-Commerce

•change management
A structured approach to shifting/transitioning 
individuals, teams, and organizations from a current 
state to a desired future state; it is an organizational 
process aimed at empowering employees to accept and 
embrace changes in their current business environment



Organizational Impacts of E-Commerce

–Restructuring Business Processes
•business process reengineering (BPR)
A methodology for conducting a comprehensive redesign of 
an enterprise’s processes
•business process management (BPM)
A holistic management approach focused on aligning all 
aspects of an organization with the wants and needs of 
clients; promotes business effectiveness and efficiency while 
striving for innovation, flexibility, and integration with 
technology





Organizational Impacts of E-Commerce

• REDEFINING BUSINESS
–New and Improved Product Capabilities

• Digitization
• Personalization and Mass Customization

e.g. design-it-yourself
A method that enables manufacturers to create 
specific products for each customer based on the 
customer’s exact wishes
• On-demand

e.g. 3D printing
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What would you buy online if it were customized 
precisely to your wishes?



Why Justify E-Commerce 
Investments? 

How Can They Be Justified?

•HOW IS AN EC INVESTMENT JUSTIFIED?
–cost–benefit analysis
A comparison of the costs of a project against the 
benefits. Assessed by Return on Investment (ROI).

•Following are the cases where formal evaluation 
may not be needed:
–The value of the investment is relatively small for the 
organization
–When there is no data available or inaccurate.
–When the EC project is mandated (must be done 
regardless of the cost)



Methods and Tools for Evaluating
and Justifying E-Commerce Investments

•OPPORTUNITIES AND REVENUE GENERATED BY EC 
INVESTMENT

• Direct revenue as well as indirect revenues (lowering costs, 
more efficient processes, ability to grow etc.)

vs.
•THREATS AND COSTS GENERATED BY EC INVESTMENT

• Both initial (up-front) costs (what the EC project costs) and 
operating costs (what the EC solution costs)



Difficulties in Measuring 
and 

Justifying E-Commerce Investments

• DIFFICULTIES IN MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE 
GAINS

–Data and Analysis Issues
–EC Productivity Gains in One Area May Be Offset by Losses in Other 
Areas
–Hidden Costs and Benefits
–Incorrectly Defining What Is Measured
–Other Difficulties (long lag time between investments and profit 
realization)





Difficulties in Measuring 
and 

Justifying E-Commerce Investments
•Tangible Costs and Benefits

•These costs can be measured through accounting 
information systems (e.g. hardware, software, labor).

•Intangible Costs and Benefits
•It is necessary to consider intangible benefits in a way that 
reflects their potential impact.

•Handling Intangible Benefits
•The first step in dealing with intangible benefits is to define 
them and, if possible, specify how they are going to be 
measured.

•Rough estimates of the monetary values of all intangible 
benefits can be made and then ROI or similar financial 
analysis can be done.



Traditional Methods for Evaluating 
EC Investments

•The ROI Method: total net benefits (revenue-cost for each year)/ initial cost
•Payback Period: length of time needed to generate net benefits exceeding 

the current net cost
•NPV Analysis: Comparison of the present value of future benefits with the 

present value of the costs required to achieve those benefits to determine 
whether the benefits exceed the costs.

• Internal Rate of Return (IRR): the rate of growth a project is expected to 
generate

•Break-Even Analyses: At which point the benefits of a project equal to its 
costs.

•The Total Costs and Benefits of Ownership: includes acquisition costs 
(hardware and software), operation costs (maintenance, training, 
operations, etc.), and other related costs.

•Economic Value Added: net value added by the investment
•Using Several Traditional Methods for One Project
•Business ROI vs. Technology ROI





In 2012, Facebook paid $1 billion for an 13 
employee social network company which makes no
profit. WHY?

a) Avoid a potential future rival company
b) Avoid a competitor buying the brand
c) Monopolize a growing social network domain
d) All of the above
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The New Economics of E-Commerce:
The Long Tail 

„The Future of Business is selling Less of More“

- Bricks and mortar stores have finite physical 
space; tendency to stock only the top selling 
products (or „hits“).

- Chris Anderson („The Long Tail“, 2006) argued 
that products with a low sales volume can 
collectively exceed the market share of the 
relatively few bestsellers (or „hits“)

- The Internet makes it possible to access this long 
tail market.



Long Tail: Why the Future of 
Business is Selling Less of More



Long Tail: Why the Future of 
Business is Selling Less of More

Why does the Internet make selling in the long tail 
feasible?

• Decreasing importance of physical proximity to the product
• Reduced costs for stocking and delivery of physical products 

(Economy of scale by warehousing)
• Almost zero costs associated with storage and delivery of digital 

products!
• Higher visibility of lower volume sale items (also pushed by 

recommendation algorithms)
• Web(site)-level search over available items
• ...



The Long Tail of ….. fashion



The Long Tail of ….. fashion



The Long Tail of ….. education



The Long Tail of ….. education



The Long Tail of ….. alcohol



The Long Tail of ….. alcohol
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Which of these companies could build a profitable 
business by exploiting the long tail?

a) Family car manufacturer
b) Italian “Giallo” crime-slasher movies’ on demand
c) Office furniture store
d) All of the above



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

•PLANNING A NEW ONLINE BUSINESSES
–business plan
A written document that identifies a company’s goals and 
outlines how the company intends to achieve the goals and at 
what cost
–business case
A document that justifies the investment of internal, 
organizational resources in a specific application or project



Organizational Strategy: 
Concepts and Overview

https://www.shopify.com/blog/8328558-why-your-
ecommerce-store-needs-a-business-plan-and-how-to-
write-one



Organizational Strategy: 
Concepts and Overview

https://www.shopify.com/blog/8328558-why-your-
ecommerce-store-needs-a-business-plan-and-how-to-
write-one

Components of a good business plan:
• Executive summary
• Company description
• Market analysis
• Operational plan
• Organization & management
• Products & services
• Marketing & sales
• Financial projections
• Funding required







Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

•FUNDING A NEW ONLINE BUSINESS
–First Round of Initial Funding

•angel investor
A wealthy individual who contributes personal 
funds and possibly expertise at the earliest stage 
of business development
•incubator
A company, university, or nonprofit organization 
that supports businesses in their initial stages of 
development



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

• Crowdfunding is using a crowd of investors to fund start 
ups. Each individual invests a small amount of money; the 
collection channels are Internet-based social networks (e.g. 
kickstarter, gofundme, indiegogo)



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

• THE COOLEST COOLER
• A 21st Century cooler that’s actually 
cooler, complete with built-in ice 
crushing blender, a waterproof 
Bluetooth speaker and a USB 
charger. 
• $13,285,226 August 2014



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

• PEBBLE TIME
• Pebble Technology was itself 
crowdfunded with $10 million in 2012 
to compete with Apple, Google and 
Samsung in the smartwatch market.
• Its newest watch Pebble Time is the 
most funded Kickstarter campaign to 
date.  
• $20,338,986 March 2015



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

• EXPLODING KITTENS
• “a card game for 
people who are into 
kittens and 
explosions and laser 
beams and 
sometimes goats”
• Most backed 
campaign ever with 
219,382 backers.
•
$8,782,571 February 
2015



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

• POTATO SALAD



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business

–Second Round Finance
• venture capital (VC)
Money invested in a business by an individual, a 
group of individuals (venture capitalists), or a 
funding company in exchange for equity in the 
business

–The Initial Public Offer (IPO)
• Raising larger amounts of capital by selling 
shares in the company on a public stock 
exchange. Also called “going public”. 



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business



Getting into E-Commerce and 
Starting a New Online Business
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Which industry domain do you think will be disrupted 
next by pure-play no-asset companies?



Presenter Remote Presentation Screen Zoomed

Tools for the presenter
zooming and pointing on each element in the presentation



Audience phone interfaces from this session in Vienna


